I can help
You can transfer money to the general account of the fund with a note Charitable
Contribution. In such a way, you help a person who is most in need of the help. Exactly
from general money of the fund emergency operations are paid and life-saving
medicines are purchased. For example, when parents of a child apply to the fund
requiring urgent help, and there is no time to wait until money are collected. General
money is also spent for potable water, auxiliary therapy preparations, and many-many
other for all patients of the oncological department of the Russian Children's Clinic
Hospital. Therefore, money transferred with a note Charitable Contribution is most
effective.
Payment details for money transfer in foreign currency (EUR):
Beneficiary: BF «ZHIZN»
Beneficiary bank: «ROSBANK» (OJSC JSCB)
SWIFT: RSBNRUMM
Correspondent account: 003-01-31009-30
Correspondent bank: Societe Generale S.A.
Address: Paris, France
Account number (euro): 40703978187030000000
SWIFT: SOGE FR PP
Details of payment: Charitable contribution for treatment of children

Payment details for money transfer in foreign currency (USD):
Beneficiary: BF «ZHIZN»
Beneficiary bank: «ROSBANK» (OJSC JSCB)
SWIFT: RSBNRUMM
Correspondent account: 890-0372-508
Correspondent bank: The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation
Address: New York, USA
Account number (US dollars): 40703840187030000002
SWIFT: Details of payment:
Details of payment: Charitable contribution for treatment of children
http://www.rosbank.ru/ru/about/common/bank_data/

Other options of help:
Targeted help
You can help a certain child. On our site, we publish photos and histories of children
who need in payment for expensive treatment and in financial support. You can transfer
money to a savings bank book of parents of the child you want to help or transfer
money to the account of the fund specifying the name of the person whom the
contribution is intended for. If desired, you can visit a child in a hospital or talk with his
parents by phone.

Charity instead of souvenirs
Definitely, you are thinking now what you are going to present to your employees
and partners for the New Year holiday. Mugs? Pens? Maybe, daily planners?
Everything with a company logo! Excellent!!! At once, you may recall a pile of boxes in
the room, additional expenses for couriers to deliver all that. And then, they start
presenting the same to you ... two dozens of pens, daily planners, calendars ...
Whatever cynical it is, but on one side there are calendars and mugs gathering dust,
and on another side - a saved life of a child.
We would like to offer you to participate in conjunction with our fund in the project
Charity Instead of Souvenirs and to transfer your "New Year budget" for treatment of
children suffering from oncological and oncohematological diseases. The initiative
coordination in Russia is performed by Charities Aid Foundation (CAF) - a non-profit
organization that renders assistance to charitable organizations and those supporting
them.
It is a unique chance for our fund to provide children with much needed medicines
and technologies. There is no minimum contribution or minimum amount. Everything
depends on possibilities of your company, and the intention itself is important to transfer
your souvenir budget to charity.

Instead of your contribution, we offer an alternative to corporate gifts in the form of
souvenirs and fantastic children's greeting cards that you can present to your partners
for the New Year instead of dull stationeries. Greeting cards will contain the information
where the "New Year budget" of the company was sent, an invitation and gratitude for
understanding.
It is more important to present acts of kindness instead of ordinary souvenirs.
If you want to participate in the project, contact us!

